SSSD Earthquake Response_ Health

In Aleppo, the SSSD health teams networked with multiple parties, including UNHCR, UNFPA, DoH, DoSAL as well as other service providers. Furthermore, the services provided were as per the graph below in 23 shelters.
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In Hama, the SSSD health teams networked with UNHCR, UNFPA, DoH, DoSAL as well as other parties to provide health services in 3 shelters, as reflected in the graph below.
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In response to the earthquake, the health point team in Altun al Jurd, in partnership with UNHCR, and through networking with DoSAL, conducted several health services as per the graph below. The latter was implemented in 10 villages near the HP area, as well as in 3 shelters in Lattakia.

![Health Services in Tartous/Lattakia](chart)

In Homs, health interventions that were conducted at the health points in Al Hosn and Qusayr Community Centers as a response to the earthquake included:

**Al-Hosn HP**
- 6 individual medical consultations for children and the elderly.
- 3 individual health counselling.
- 1 educational session about earthquakes, their dangers, how to overcome fear associated with an earthquake, optimal protection methods during an earthquake, and first aid. Furthermore, 20 people benefited from the awareness session.

**Al-Qusayr HP**
- Awareness sessions for adolescents (safety methods and the correct habits that must be used in the event of an earthquake) were implemented in schools in the city of Qusayr and targeted 800 beneficiaries under the age of 18.
- An awareness session for women about the health effects resulting from the earthquake (earthquake sickness syndrome) 20 women from 18-59.
- A home visit to displaced families from the affected areas in order to assess the health situation and provide health advice. Furthermore, the number of beneficiaries reached 10.